The emergence of Big Data has had a profound impact on how data are analyzed. Open source distributed stream processing platforms have gained popularity for analyzing streaming Big Data as they provide low latency required for streaming Big Data applications using Cloud resources. However, existing resource schedulers are still lacking the efficiency and deadline meeting that Big Data analytical applications require. Recent works have already considered streaming Big Data characteristics to improve the efficiency and the likelihood of deadline meeting for scheduling in the platforms. Nevertheless, they have not taken into account the specific attributes of analytical application, public Cloud utilization cost and delays caused by performance degradation of leasing public Cloud resources. This study, therefore, presents BCframework, an efficient deadline-aware scheduling framework used by streaming Big Data analysis applications based on public Cloud resources. BCframework proposes a scheduling model which considers public Cloud utilization cost, performance variation, deadline meeting and latency reduction requirements of streaming Big Data analytical applications. Furthermore, it introduces two operator scheduling algorithms based on both a novel partitioning algorithm and an operator replication method. BCframework is highly adaptable to the fluctuation of streaming Big Data and the performance degradation of public Cloud resources. Experiments with the benchmark and real-world queries show that BCframework can significantly reduce the latency and utilization cost and also minimize deadline violations and provisioned virtual machine instances.
Introduction
The emergence of data-intensive applications has rapidly increased the volume, variety and velocity of the generated data during its lifecycle which represents a major challenge for many organizations and is known as the Big Data problem [1] . Streaming Big Data is related to the velocity dimension of Big Data and refers both to how fast data are generated and how fast they need to be analyzed [2] . Analysis of streaming Big Data is the last and most important stage of the streaming Big Data lifecycle in analytical applications [3] . The real-world examples of the applications can be in the form of analytical queries to analyze the network traffic, healthcare data, financial transactions or web-clicks [4] . As the structure of the queries is usually complex and the input streams of the queries have high intensity of data, they can benefit from large-scale infrastructures [5] .
Among such infrastructures, public Cloud is an appropriate infrastructure to host the queries because it can operate as pay-per-use model and is able to provide dynamic resource scaling in response to the fluctuating resource demand of the queries. This Cloud utilization model is called Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and can be used by the Cloud-based stream computing platforms to schedule accepted soft deadline-constrained queries using the leased resources. For a soft deadline-constrained query, the maximal value of the computation is not achieved if the assigned deadline is violated and additional deadline violations can occur when the required resources have been leased from public Cloud. As reported by [6] , public Cloud does not provide regular performance in terms of execution and data transfer time. The performance fluctuation of public Cloud resources can vary up to 30% for execution and up to 65% for data transfer. The performance fluctuation can lead to delayed execution of the query operators and if the operators be part of the query critical path, a deadline violation can occur.
The efficient scheduling of the provisioned Cloud resources can increase the likelihood of the deadline meeting and reduce the average tuple latency and utilization cost of queries accepted by the distributed stream computing platforms. However, current platforms do not adequately address the problem of efficient scheduling of soft deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic queries in public Cloud. Recent works have proposed solutions to reduce the average tuple latency of streaming Big Data queries in private clouds. However, to the best of our knowledge, the soft-deadline meeting of the analytical queries, the reduction of the public Cloud utilization cost of the analytical queries and performance variation of public Cloud resources are not jointly investigated.
To address these limitations, we developed a scheduler, BCframework, with low tuple latency and utilization cost suitable for soft deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic queries by considering the poor performance of public Cloud resources. Our approach is inspired by the idea that using the structure of soft deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic query to partition the query critical path operators and applying a distinct scheduling strategy for each partition can reduce both the average tuple latency and the utilization cost of the soft deadlineconstrained query. More precisely, as a sample query shown in Fig. 1 , the weight of the outgoing edge of the operator O Join J 1 ð Þ is considerably higher than the operator O Project P 2 ð Þ outgoing edge; using this edge weight difference can result in multi partitions of operators and therefore, a specific scheduling strategy can be applied for each partition. Furthermore, we can replicate the query operators and schedule them using the specific scheduling strategy to the provisioned resource to mitigate the performance violation of public Cloud resources.
Key contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:
• Formal definition of scheduling model for the deadlineconstrained Big Data stream analytic query in public Cloud.
• Automated provisioning of the public Cloud resources required by a deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic query.
• Scheduling of the deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic query operators in public Cloud resources.
• Automated replication and scheduling of the streaming Big Data analytic query replicated operators to the provisioned public Cloud resources.
• Simulation and performance evaluation of BCframework.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works on Big Data and Cloudbased stream processing schedulers. In Sect. 3, the formal definition of the scheduling model for the deadline-constrained Big Data stream analytic query in public Cloud is presented. Section 4 presents the conceptual architecture of BCframework. Furthermore, it focuses on the partitioning, provisioning, scheduling and replication algorithms of BCframework. Section 5 shows the experimental environment, parameters setup, and the experimental results of BCframework. Finally, conclusions and future works are given in Sect. 6.
Related works
This section presents two broad categories of related works: scheduling and provisioning in cloud-based distributed stream processing (DSP) open source platforms and the scheduling and provisioning for stream Big Data queries or tasks. 12 12 Partition #1 Partition #2 Deadline P 1 Fig. 1 Bq ij ; a sample soft deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic query instance
Cloud-based DSP scheduling
In this section, BCframework as a DSP scheduler is compared with the recent state-of-the-art studies in terms of the proposed task, resource and scheduling models. Xu et al. designed and implemented a stream processing system developed based on Storm platform [7] whose traffic-aware scheduler assigns and reassigns accepted tasks at runtime [8] . Furthermore, the scheduler aims to minimize the inter-node and inter-process traffic loads and also monitors the overload of machines. In comparison with BCframework, this study is neither resource-aware nor task-aware scheduler because its task model only considers the tasks as a set of given threads and models resource as a set of given processes. Furthermore, its scheduling model only takes into account the inter-node traffic optimization.
In [9] , Storm platform is extended to operate in geographically distributed and highly variable environments. Authors present a distributed scheduler which is QoSaware and operates at runtime. It takes into account the latency, resource utilization and resource availability as QoS attributes. The scheduling model aims to solve two placement problems: assignment of the task operators to virtual machines and assignment of the virtual machines to the physical machines where in comparison with our work, BCframework only considers the operator to virtual machine assignment. Furthermore, its scheduler can be distributed among multiple worker nodes which BCframework is not capable of. In addition, no special strategies are proposed by the authors while BCframework has proposed efficient strategies for virtual machine assignment. And also, our task model models tasks as a set of the operators which is modelled as directed graph.
Li et al. proposed a scheduling framework which predicts the processing time of the application based on the structure of the task [10] . They also present a scheduling algorithm which assigns threads to machines based on the prediction result. In comparison with BCframework, its task model considers tasks as a set of threads and processes; its resource model considers resources as a set of machines, however their load and capacity is not considered. Furthermore, its only objective is to minimize the inter-operator traffic load of a task.
In [11, 12] , the placement problem for DSP is studied and a scheduler for Storm platform is presented based on Integer Linear Programming. Similar to BCframework, they model tasks as a graph. Their resource model considers machines with respect to QoS metrics like resource availability. Furthermore, their scheduling objectives model the two QoS metrics for resource availability and response time. In addition, their solutions take into account the network delay while the capacity of the machines is not considered.
De Matteis et al. aim to provision resources needed for data stream applications in the presence of workload fluctuation [13] . They use a control-theoretic method to find an optimal stream application configuration to address latency constraints. In comparison with BCframework, they mainly focus on the resource provisioning problem where the focus of BCframework is on both resource provisioning and scheduling problems.
The Flink platform [14] includes a scheduling framework which is able to schedule a path of operators of an accepted task or multiple paths of multiple tasks in a machine. As the framework does not take into account the QoS requirements, its scheduler is not QoS-aware. In [14] , a scheduler for Flink, S-Flink, is proposed using SDN controllers to place tasks to the underlying resources while considering the QoS requirements of the tasks. In comparison with BCframework, the resource model of S-Flink is defined based on software defined network infrastructures while BCframework's resource model relies on traditional network infrastructures. In [15] , Heron, a new distributed system for managing stream processing application, is developed to overcome the limitations of Storm. In this system, Aurora [16] is used as a generic resource scheduling framework where the specific definition of scheduling and provisioning strategies is done by the users of Aurora while BCframework already includes predefined scheduling and provisioning strategies.
In [17] authors propose a cloud-based scalable and elastic stream processing engine which is able to process large data stream volumes using a novel parallelization technique. The engine aims to minimize the computational resources used while balancing the traffic load. In comparison with BCframework, they mainly focus on the query parallelization while the focus of BCframework is on the scheduling of queries which are already paralleled.
Li et al. proposed a task optimization and scheduling algorithms which their scheduling algorithm takes into account the structure and traffic load of task and resources characteristics [18] . The task model is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and the scheduling algorithm assigns operators to machines. The objective of algorithms is to minimize the inter-node network traffic. In comparison with BCframework, their task, resource and scheduling models have close assumption with BCframework but their algorithms are not specially designed for analytic queries and their solution has some limitations.
In summary, most optimization strategies for improving the cloud-based DSP scheduling and provisioning consider the task structure and inter-machine traffic or machine load aspects for their algorithms. However, our proposed algorithms could improve DSP scheduling and provisioning by jointly considering the task structure, inter-machine network traffic and workload of machines while taking into account the public Cloud resources characteristics.
Streaming big data scheduling
In this section, BCframework as a streaming Big Data scheduler is compared with the recent state-of-the-art studies in terms of the proposed task, resource and scheduling models.
Sun et al. proposed a real-time scheduling framework which aims to meet the low response time and high energy efficiency of the query [19] . Similar to BCframework, it models tasks as graph which encompasses operators and their inputs and outputs. Furthermore, it models resources by considering resource capacity and the aim of its scheduling model is to minimize response time and maximize the energy efficiency of the machines. However, the variety dimension of streaming Big Data is not considered.
In [20] , a fault tolerance framework is presented which allocates tasks to fault tolerant machines before the execution of tasks and also reassigns the tasks to the machines with lower response time. The task model considers task as graph and its resource model is similar to BCframework and models the capacity of the resources. Its scheduling model aims to minimize the response time and maximize the system reliability where in comparison with BCframework the 3Vs model of streaming Big Data is not considered completely.
Kaur et al. predict the data characteristics (5Vs) of streaming Big Data and are expressed in CoBA value which is used to determine the required machines of the tasks [21] . In comparison with BCframework, It just considers the streaming Big Data and there is no model for task and resources.
In [22] , a stable scheduling is presented which allocates tasks to the stable machines before the execution of tasks and reassigns the task to the machines with lower response time. Similar to BCframework, it models tasks as graph which encompasses operators with their input and outputs and the capacity is included in the resource model. Its scheduling model aims to minimize the response time and maximize the stability of the machines. However, the 3Vs model of Big Data is not considered completely.
Kaur et al. estimated data characteristics of streaming Big Data based on the 4Vs model as a value named Characteristics of Data (CoD) [23] . Furthermore, Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) is used to allocate cloud resources to streaming Big Data using its estimated CoD. In comparison with BCframework, this work only considers the streaming Big Data, the streaming Big Data queries are not considered.
In [24] , authors derived effective optimization rules which are used to reconfigure the structure of an accepted task at runtime using real-time performance statistics. In comparison with BCframework, the result of this work can be used as an optimized input query to BCframework.
Tolosana-Calasanz et al. developed a system architecture which accepts concurrent data streams and are able to regulate and control the received streams. Furthermore, their architecture provisions the required resources for processing the streams while maximizing the Cloud provider revenue [25] . In comparison with BCframework, their work does not take into account the query model and scheduling model for Big Data stream.
In [26] , authors propose a static hybrid provisioning mechanism which prioritizes and manages the grouped VM requests to determine the required VM instances. In comparison with BCframework, their mechanism solely focuses on managing VM requests while there are no query, data or scheduling models for Big Data stream.
Zhang et al. propose a cloud scheduling model to overcome the speed and size difficulties of streaming Big Data analysis based on Markov chain prediction model [27] . In comparison with BCframework, the authors propose the data model for streaming Big Data analysis but the query model is not considered.
In [28] authors propose a VM allocation and placement strategy which consider the type of application and the capacity and dynamic load of the physical machines to assign them VM instances. In comparison with BCframework, there is no data or query model proposed in their work.
Baughman et al. propose a novel forecasting and predictive model which can be used for the analysis of Big Data streams to cover the velocity dimension of Big Data stream [29] . In comparison with BCframework, there is no data, query and scheduling model proposed in their research.
In [30] an elastic online scheduling framework is proposed which encompasses features such as online scheduling of Big Data stream applications, profiling the mathematical relationship between system response time, multiple application fairness and high-velocity continuous stream. In comparison with BCframework, its resource model does not take into account the analytical characteristics of the streaming Big Data queries.
In summary, the current optimization strategies for improving the scheduling and provisioning of streaming Big Data only consider some aspects of the Big Data characteristics. However, BCframework's scheduling and provisioning algorithms which not only considers all of the mentioned aspects but it is also suited for analytical queries of streaming Big Data.
Problem statement
In the context of stream Big Data computing, a set of deadline-constrained streaming Big Data analytic queries is hosted by a public Cloud provider and one or multiple streams of Big Data flow continuously through the instances of the accepted queries.
Efficient execution of each query (instance) is mainly achieved by the efficient provisioning and scheduling decisions made about public Cloud resources. To incorporate these factors into the provisioning and scheduling decisions, we bring some related definitions below using notations addressed in Table 1 .
Data model
In BCframework, a data stream DS is a sequence of ds data sets, where each data set Ds q is a set of ql number of t qr tuple. A continuous data stream is an infinite sequence of data sets, and parallel continuous data streams are multiple streams that can be processed at the same time. Big data stream Bs is a continuous data stream with high velocity, high volume and a wide variety of data sets. We applied the structured, semi-structured and unstructured definitions of Big Data [1] to formally define Bs using Definition 1. 
Definition 1 (Big

Query model
In BCframework, a deadline-constrained Big Data stream analytic query can be defined as an aperiodic continuous query with a set of operators which analyzes one or multiple input Big Data streams Bs s ð Þ and produces most of its output Big Data streams Bs s ð Þ within associated soft deadline. We formally define the query using Definition 2. 
Scheduling model
In BCframework, the scheduler accepts a set of independent queries, provisions their required public Cloud resources and schedules all operators of the accepted queries on the provisioned resources to achieve the lowest average query latency and Cloud resource utilization cost with subject to the soft deadline constraint associated with the query instances. The following model reflects these factors.
Let BQ denote a set of independent bq queries accepted by the scheduler BQ ¼ Bq 1 ; . . .Bq i ; . . .; Bq bq È É , Furthermore, let VM denote a set of vm virtual machines VM ¼ Vm 1 ; . . .; Vm k ; . . .; Vm vm f g . Each Vm k is charged per amount of time by public Cloud provider. In addition, for the execution of the query, there is no limit imposed on the number, type and provisioning time of Vm k .
The runtime matrix Runtime virtual machine Vm k . To meet the soft deadline, we should meet the constraint defined by Eq. (1), so that the assignment of j-th instance of the end operator S j endk to the any Vm k would not exceed the deadline at which operators can be executed. In BCframework, the schedule model used by its scheduler is defined by Definition 3.
Definition 3 (scheduling model Sm) Sm is the scheduling model used in BCframework and is represented by four-
is the set of bq accepted queries and VM is the set of provisioned virtual machines as the underlying public Cloud resources of BCframework. CO is the constraint defined by Eq. (1) and OB is the objective function of Sm which is defined to minimize the average tuple latency and the Cloud resource utilization cost of each Bq ij instance of the accepted queries BQ according to Eq. (2) 
where Latency Bq ij À Á represents the tuple latency of Bq ij and it is defined according to Eq. (3) 
BCframework
The goal of BCframework is to minimize the average tuple latency and public Cloud resource utilization cost of the accepted queries and increases the likelihood of completing the execution of the accepted queries (instances) before or on their deadlines. To reach this goal, two related sub problems have to be solved: provisioning and scheduling. In BCframework, the provisioning problem consists of the determination on number and type of VM to be used for the query instance Bq ij execution and the scheduling problem includes the determination of the placement and ordering of the Bq ij operator instances on the provisioned VMs.
The BCframework's idea for solving the problems is to use more than one provisioning and scheduling strategy for the query Bq i . The rationale of this idea is related to an attribute of analytical queries where the output size of analytic query end operators is usually smaller than the input size of its source operators [32] . BCframework makes use of this characteristic to realize its idea by profiling the output size of Bq i operators and partitioning the operators using the profiled output size.
To support the idea, the objectives of BCframework provisioning and scheduling algorithms are established based on the characteristics of the identified partitions. For the first partition, the objective of the algorithms is to minimize the average tuple latency of this partition operators where the objective of algorithms for the second partition is to minimize the public Cloud resource utilization cost of this partition operators. The algorithms apply their own provisioning and scheduling strategies to achieve the objectives of each partition.
To mitigate the delay affected by the poor performance of public Cloud resources, BCframework replicates a set of selected Bq ij operators on the idle slots of the provisioned VMs. In addition, BCframework reacts to missed deadlines of previous executed query instances and incrementally provisions additional Vm instances to increase the deadline meeting probability.
Furthermore, BCframework adapts the algorithm presented in [33] which proposed a deadline and cost aware algorithms for provisioning and scheduling using critical path idea for applications which are developed using workflow paradigm and deployed on cloud environment. Our algorithms extend the critical path idea to develop deadline and cost aware scheduling and provisioning algorithms for Big Data stream analytic queries which are developed based on the dataflow paradigm. In addition, our algorithms take into account the performance degradation of public Cloud resources.
BCframework algorithms
This section presents the detail of the algorithms used in the BCframework. First, it is described the Bpartitioner algorithm, which is used to partition the selected query Bq i . Bq i is selected among the accepted queries based on the EDF strategy [2] where prioritizes earliest deadline query first. Then the partial critical path (PCP) algorithm is described, which is applied to determine the critical paths of Bq i . Subsequently the Oscheduler and Rscheduler algorithms are described that are used for the provisioning and scheduling of Bq i original and replicated operator respectively. Finally, Deadline Controller algorithm to decrease the deadline violation of the query instances is explained. Figure 2 demonstrates the architecture of BCframework. Bpartitioner module takes two parameters Vm Capacity determined by the monitor module and Query Bq i accepted by BCframework to implement the Bpartitioner algorithm and to annotate the partitioned query Bq 
Query partitioning algorithm
The aim of partitioning algorithm is to partition the operators of Bq i in way that the different scheduling strategies can be applied for each partition. This algorithm uses the defined outBfsize metric to partition Bq i into at most two The algorithm operates in two main steps:
• Lines 1-4: Calculates the outBfsize metric of the source and end operators of Bq i . As there may be more than one source operator, the average value of outBfsize is calculated.
• Lines 5-12: Calculates the outBfsize value of all Bq i operators to determine the corresponding partition of each operator. The algorithm computes the distance of the outBfsize of the operator with both average outBfsize of the source operators and outBfsize of the end operator. The partition Bq p1 i includes the operators of Bq i which has the minimum distance with the source operators. Whereas, the partition Bq p2 i encompasses the Bq i operators which has the minimum distance with the end operator.
Partial critical path algorithm
A partial critical path (PCP) of query instance Bq ij is a longest execution path ended to Bq ij end operator and started from the one of the Bq ij operators where the deadline of Bq ij is not missed [33] . BCframework efficiently provisions and schedules each PCP operators to increase the likelihood of Bq ij deadline meeting. Each PCP is calculated based on earliest start time est Fig. 2 The conceptual architecture of BCframework
As shown in Algorithm 2, the PCP initially includes one of the parents of O end or, if it was already assigned, the operator with latest lft that has not been yet assigned to a PCP. The next element of PCP is the parent of the included operator with latest finish time which is calculated based on the earliest start time of the parent operator p est , the minimum runtime of the parent operator p 
Provisioning and scheduling for original operator
Oscheduler algorithm aims to decrease the number of provisioned public Cloud virtual machines and assign them to the original operator instances of the accepted query instance Bq ij to decrease the average tuple latency, the public Cloud resource utilization cost and the deadline misses of Bq ij .
To provision public Cloud VMs, the algorithm applies two provisioning strategies for the original operator instances of Bq ij identified partitions. For the first partition, the algorithm provisions the fastest VM type of the underling public Cloud based on the highest Vm (Lines 1-7) .
To assign Bq ij original operator instances, the algorithm assigns all operators of each PCP in each partition to the corresponding provisioned Vm instance. This strategy can reduce the inter-operator traffic load of the operators and lead to reduce the average tuple latency of Bq ij . Furthermore, the algorithm adjusts the start time of the first operator of each assigned PCP to the maximum between the assigned operator est and assigned slot starttime. This adjustment can decrease the likelihood of Bq ij deadline violations (Lines 8-10 ).
In addition, the algorithm determines the initial unassigned virtual machine slots, free Vm slots, which will be used by Rscheduler to replicate the operator instances. Therefore, the algorithm considers the runtime of the assigned PCPs to calculate the available free Vm slots. Furthermore, the free Vm slots are partitioned into two partitions by their VM types. More precisely, the free Vm slots of the first partition include unassigned fastest virtual slots and the second partition free Vm slots encompass unassigned cheapest virtual slots (Lines 13-19).
Provisioning and scheduling for replicated operator
Rscheduler algorithm aims to mitigate the performance variation of public Cloud virtual machines through the efficient replication of Bq ij operator instances. To approach the goal, the algorithm efficiently determines the candidate Bq ij operators which can be replicated, O tpe¼replicated t , and assigned to the efficient candidate free Vm slots.
To efficiently determine the candidate operators for replication, the algorithm takes into account the structure and lag time of the Bq ij operators to determine the operators whose position in the query are early and their lag time is minimum. As delay in the early operators execution causes delays of the bigger number of succeeding operators, prioritizing the early operators for replication may reduce the average tuple latency of Bq ij . Furthermore, prioritizing the minimal lag time operators can decrease the likelihood of Bq ij deadline misses.
The candidate free Vm slots are determined by the following conditions (Lines 4-13).
• The candidate slot does not violate the earliest start time of PCP.
• PCP can complete its execution before the end of the candidate slot.
• The candidate slot is available after the precedent operators of PCP and before the succeeding operators of PCP.
• The Vm of the candidate slot does not host the corresponding original operators of PCP.
The algorithm efficiently selects the candidate free Vm slots based on the strategy which reserves the fastest candidate slots for the replicated operators of first partition and reserves the largest candidate slots for the replicated operators of both partitions. Using this strategy can improve the processing speed of the operators of PCP in the first partition and provide the largest remained free Vm slots, not assigned slots with maximum free slots, which may be assigned to the most operators of an unassigned PCP.
The efficient assignment of the determined free Vm slots to the candidate operators is achieved through obeying a defined rule which state that the PCP whose operators are the member of the first partition of Bq ij , first partition PCP, must be assigned to Vm slots which are fastest. For a second partition PCP, it can be assigned to both first or second free Vm slots. In a situation where it is possible to assign the first partition free Vm slots to both first and second partition PCPs, the priority of the first partition PCP is higher (Lines 20-24 ). This rule aims to minimize the delay of the PCP start time.
The assignment may create new smaller free slots when the assigned PCP size is smaller than the assigned free slot. The algorithm adds these new slots to the list of the available free slots (Lines 24-29). Furthermore, for a PCP which there is no free Vm slots, the algorithm removes at least operators of the PCP to find a free slot to fit the modified PCP (Lines 14-19 ). In addition, the algorithm inserts the new created PCP into the list of accepted PCPs.
Deadline controller
The aim of the deadline controller algorithm is to reduce the likelihood of missing the Bq ij deadline, Bq DL ij , through incrementally provisioning Vm instances required for Bq ij . To reach the goal, the algorithm evaluates the missed deadline ratio of the previously executed query instances to provision an appropriate virtual machine for the next execution instance of Bq ij .
The algorithm calculates the ratio of the proportional deadline miss using the Eq. (7) [2] which prioritizes deadline missed query instances whose missed deadline tuples of their window are high.
Using the PDMR value of Bq i , the algorithm provisions the appropriate new type of Vm when the PDMR value is greater than the predefined threshold. To determine the appropriate Vm type, the algorithm examines the PCP of the last instance of Bq i whose deadline violation is maximum to determine its Vm type. The last instance of Bq i and maximum deadline violations are determined by First function and descending (Desc) parameter in Sort function respectively. This strategy can lead to provide the new free Vm slots which will be used by Rscheduler to schedule the PCPs like the identified PCP to the new added virtual slots. Figure 3 shows the simplified schedule Schedule 0 for instance j of Bq ij where its deadline is twenty. As shown in Fig. 3a , there are four PCPs with a simplified estimated runtime which are identified based on the output Bf size of the operators and partitioned into two partitions P1 and P2. As shown in Fig. 3b, and their possible free Vm slots are used to replicate the operators of three PCPs including PCP1'P1, PCP3'P2,PCP4'P2.
Complexity analysis
The main cost of the partitioning algorithm comes from the sorting and traversing Bq i operators. Therefore the time complexity of the algorithm is O on log on þ on ð Þ , where on represents the number of Bq i operators. In partial critical path algorithm, the computation load is primarily made up of traversing Bq ij operators. As a result the time complexity of the algorithm for each query instance is O on ð Þ. For Oscheduler, the main step is to provision the Vm s for all available PCPs. So, the time complexity of the examining PCPS is O PCPs j j ð Þ. Rscheduler sorts both PCPs and free Vm slots and examines all virtual slots to determine the possible and efficient free Vm slots for a PCP. Therefore, the time complexity of this algorithm is O PCPs j jlog PCPs j jþ fvslot j jlog fvslot j jþ ð PCPs j jÂ fvslot j jÞ. In addition, as the deadline controller algorithm evaluates and sorts the replicated PCPs, the time complexity of this algorithm is O PCP's j j ð log PCP's j jþ PCP's j jÞ.
Evaluation
This section describes the experiments that have been performed to validate and analyze the performance of BCframework. First, the query partitioning algorithm of BCframework is validated by evaluating outBfsize of identified partitions during execution of the benchmark and real-world queries. Then, BCframework performance is assessed by analyzing the average tuple latency, the utilization cost, the number of deadline misses and the number of provisioned Vm instances for the benchmark and real-world queries in presence of different Bs fluctuation scenarios.
The performance of BCframework is compared with Storm default scheduler under simple and complex queries because it is one of the most popular Big Data stream computing platforms both in academia and industry [30] . Furthermore, the performance of the BCframework is also compared under real-world queries with a state-of-the-art scheduler [30] because of its similarity. Similar to the problem statement of BCframework, the state-of-the-art scheduler addresses the problem of provisioning and scheduling Big Data stream applications and its framework is based on a cost and deadline aware scheduler [34] .
BCframework is evaluated on the simulated Storm platform [7] and Amazon EC2 [35] public Cloud while not limited to these infrastructures. As the data and query models of BCframework are developed based on Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), BCframework is compatible to other DAG-based distributed stream processing platforms like Apache Spark Streaming [36] and schedule model of BCframework can be deployed on these systems. BCframework is also portable to other cloud providers as there is no assumption about the specification of a particular Cloud provider except that the Cloud provider pricing model should be imported to BCframework.
Queries
The benchmark queries used in the experiments have been applied from the BigBench [37] and Linear Road Benchmark [38] benchmarks. In addition, two real-world queries WordCount [39] and Top_N [40] are also used in the experiments.
BigBench includes the complex queries which cover the declarative and procedural and also the structured, semistructured and unstructured aspects of the Big Data analytic queries. The characteristics of the BigBench queries are described in Table 2 .
The volume of BigBench queries is supported by a parallel data generator which is able to generate data in scale, the velocity of BigBench queries is covered with data clicks and sensor data at an increasing rate and the variety of BigBench is supported by the structural relational tables, semi-structured key-value web-clicks and unstructured social data text. The workload of BigBench is covered with 30 queries which covers five major area of Big Data analytics. Each structured, semi-structured and unstructured data types and their combination are covered in the queries [42] .
As BigBench queries include SQL-like and the userdefined operators and also, the structured, semi-structured and the unstructured data types, it is chosen to evaluate BCframework as a scheduler for Big Data scenarios. The fluctuating scenarios of our experiments are conducted by controlling the data generation rate of BigBench. Furthermore, as BigBench is targeted Cloud online services [46] we used it to evaluate the diversity of analytical queries in public Cloud. Linear Road Benchmark queries encompass seventeen simple stream queries whose operators are SQL-like and their data types are structured. As Linear Road Benchmark has been used as benchmark for the evaluation of the distributed stream management systems, it is chosen to evaluate BCframework as a scheduling framework on distributed stream processing systems.
Real-world query, WordCount counts the number of words in a sentence and TOP_N, other real-world query, does a continuous computation of the top N words that the query has seen in terms of cardinality. These queries are used to evaluate BCframework performance in comparison with the state-of-the-art scheduler. Table 3 describes the simulation test bed used in the experiments to run the queries. The test bed consists of a data center containing 20 hosts. Each host has 256 GB of RAM and 8 cores. Based on the pricing model of Amazon AWS EC2, there is no a utilization cost for the inter virtual machine network traffic but the utilization cost of the incoming and outgoing traffic loads for the zone of the leased virtual machines is calculated.
Environment
The our simulation conducted using CEPSim [43] which is an extension to CloudSim [44] and is used for the simulation of Complex Event Processing and Stream processing systems on different deployment models including private, public, hybrid and multi-clouds. It can be used to analyze the performance and scalability of user-defined queries and to evaluate the effects of various query processing strategies. CEPSim can simulate the systems in large Big Data scenarios with accuracy and precision [41] .
To implement the queries, a software stack is used which includes Windows 7 64-bit, Jdk 1.8 and CEPSim simulator [45] and is executed on an Intel Dual-Core CPU 3.0 GHz 64-bit with 4 GB RAM. Implemented queries are also available in the repository. 1 Table 4 describes the parameters used by BCframework to execute the queries.
Set-up
Performance degradation model of public Cloud presented by [6] is used to conduct the experiments. Loss in performance observed in Vm for a specific scheduling period is sampled from a normal distribution with the average of 15% loss and standard deviation of 10% loss. Similarly, loss in each data transfer is modeled with uniform distribution with average of 30% loss and standard deviation of 10% loss.
For each query instance Bq ij and each level of Bs Ve , a soft deadline was generated as follows (adapted from [33] ). A base runtime is defined as the execution time obtained with a provisioning and scheduling strategy which assigns each operator of the query to an instance of the most powerful Vm instance and assumes there is no inter node traffic cost. The base value obtained with such strategy is then multiplied by the number of operators. In addition, a deadline factor a is defined which is set by our conducted experiments. Therefore, the deadline of query Bq ij is set by a:base.
The same random number generation seeds were used for each strategy, which ensures that the condition faced by each algorithm is exactly same regarding infrastructure behavior. Furthermore, the average of output metrics is presented in the following experimental result tables and figures.
The range of values for Bs Ve , is set to evaluate BCframework in face of the fixed low rate and high fluctuating rate of the incoming Big Data streams. Furthermore, the value of ds is also set to reflect the behavior of the windows-based operators of the benchmark and realworld queries. The range of values for Bs Va is set using the structure of benchmark queries to evaluate BCframework algorithms in face of the different tuple sizes. The value of Threshold and a parameters are determined by the conducted experiments. Each query is run for 15 min so Execution and Period parameters are set to 15 min.
BCframework validation
In order to validate BCframework, we validate the functionality of the query partitioning algorithm under the simple, complex benchmark and real-world queries. The validation is conducted by evaluating the identified partitions during their executions. In order to compare the identified partitions, the ratio between the average outBfsize of the first partition and the average outBfsize of the second one is calculated and shown in the R column of the result tables. Furthermore, the number of identified partitions is reported in the P column of the following tables. Table 5 shows the result of partitioning Linear Road Benchmark queries during execution of the queries. To execute these experiments, the configuration parameters Bs Ve and Bs Va are set to [10,000-30,000 tuples/s] and [4B-45B] respectively, which later is derived from the structure of the Linear Road Benchmark queries.
Simple queries
The Table 5 demonstrates that the most Linear Road Benchmark queries are partitioned in two partitions but the average rate for these identified partitions is low. Since the distance of the tuple size of the first partition operators from the second one is small, the rate remains low. In addition, the table notes that, for the query Q4, the number of identified partitions is 1 which is affected by the simple structure of the query so all operators of Q4 are partitioned in the first partition. respectively, which later is derived from the structure of the BigBench queries.
Complex queries
As shown in Table 6 , for the most BigBench queries, they are partitioned into two partitions and their rates are high. The high rate of the identified partitions is due to this fact that the distance of the tuple size of the first partition operators from the second one is large. In particular, Q17 has the highest rate which is a caused by the complexity of its structure and the number of its operators. Meanwhile, for queries like Q4, the rate is low which is affected by its linear structure. In addition, for the queries Q10, Q27 the number of identified partitions is 1 which is affected by the simple structure of the query so all operators of each query are partitioned in the first partition.
Real-world queries
The result of the partitioning of the WordCount and TOP_N queries is plotted in Fig. 4 . The needed configuration parameters Bs Ve and Bs Va are set to [10,000-30,000 tuples/s] and [4B-800B] respectively, which later are derived from the structure of the queries. As shown in Fig. 4 , the average outBfsize ratio between the first partition and second one for the WordCount query is higher than the TOP_N query because the structure of WordCount includes more complex operators than Top_N query.
BCframework performance
In order to evaluate BCframework performance, we compare the result of the average tuple latency, the utilization cost, the number of the deadline misses and the number of provisioned Vm instances achieved by Storm default scheduler (the default scheduler) with BCframework under the simple and complex benchmark queries. In addition, BCframework performance is compared with the state-ofthe-art scheduler [30] under the real-world queries. All these experiments have been performed in the presence of fixed and fluctuating Bs scenarios. Therefore, the configuration parameter Bs
Ve is set to 1000 tuples/s and [10,000-30,000 tuples/s] for fixed and fluctuating scenarios respectively.
The following tables and figures show the experimental results in presence of fixed and fluctuating rate in their FX and FL symbols respectively by using BCframework (BC) algorithms, Storm default scheduler (DF) or the state-ofthe-art scheduler (ST). The observed output metrics tuple latency, utilization costs, total number of deadline violations and the number of provisioned Vm instances are reported for each conducted experiment. Figure 5 shows the average tuple latency of a sample Linear Road Benchmark query during the execution time of fifteen minutes. The average tuple latency reduction of all Linear Road Benchmark queries is presented in Fig. 6 . The experiments are performed by the configuration parameter Bs
Simple queries
Va set to [4B-45B] based on the each Linear Road Benchmark query structure. In addition, the deadline factor a is set to [2, 3] . As shown in Fig. 5a and b, for query Q8 an average tuple latency reduction of 8.9% and 13.2% is achieved respectively. The improvement in Q8 is related to its structure where two PCPs are identified by BCframework. These enable Oscheduler to provision one instance of the fastest VM type and one instance of the cheapest VM type to assign them to the operators of PCPs. Whereas, the default scheduler does not take into account Q8's structure and the type of VM and simply distributes Q8 operators. Figure 6 shows that BCframework only yields latency improvement of about 4% for the most Linear Road Benchmark queries like Q2 and Q4. This can be caused by the linear structure of the queries, the small numbers of identified PCPs and the short length of identified PCPs. Figure 7 shows the average cost reduction of the Linear Road Benchmark queries. For these queries, the length of PCPs in the second partition is short and as a result BCframework's VM utilization strategy can only be applied for a small number of operations in the second partition. Whereas, for a given set of the cheapest VM instances, the default scheduler is able to assign the VM instances to all operators of the queries. Table 7 shows that the BCframework either completely eliminates deadline violations of the simple queries or reduces them significantly. The BCframework's deadline control mechanism monitors the deadline violation of simple queries continuously whereas the default scheduler does not take into account the deadline of the queries. Figure 8 shows that BCframework outperforms the default scheduler in Vm instance provisioning under simple queries. The default scheduler assigns each operator of a query to a provisioned Vm instance while BCframework provisions Vm instances by considering structure of the queries and applies different provisioning strategies for a query. For query Q8, BCframework has identified two PCPs in the partitions and provisions two instances where the default scheduler uses six provisioned instances for six operators of Q8. For query Q16, BCframework and the default scheduler assign the same number of Vm instances because BCframework provisions five Vm instances for five identified PCPs and the default scheduler distributes nine operators of the query to all five provisioned instances. with the configuration parameter Bs Va set to [500B-10 KB] based on the structure of BigBench queries. Figure 9a and b show that BCframework yields latency improvement of 16.2% and 46.8% respectively for the query Q1. The improvement of Q1 is related to its complex structure where BCframework identified more than one PCP in each partition of the query Q1. Oscheduler assigns all original operators of the identified PCP to a Vm instance and Rscheduler assigns the provided free Vm slots to the Q1 selected replicated operators. Whereas, the default scheduler does not take into account the Q1 structure, VM types and does not provide any scheduling strategy for replicated operators.
Complex queries
As shown in Fig. 10 , the achieved improvement for the BigBench queries varies between 7.2 and 65.8% which might be caused by three main reasons: First, the structure of these queries encompasses the different styles (i.e., simple linear style or more complex star and diamond patterns or even a mix of them).
For simple linear queries like Q2 the most BCframework optimizations are not applicable while BCframework optimizations can be completely applied to complex queries like Q13. Second, the number of query operators is significantly different. For some queries like Q19, there are more than 30 operators which lead to the better performance improvement achieved by the framework. Third, the variance tuple size Bs Va of these queries can lead to their variable tuple latency improvement. For example, the tuple size of Q6 is about 2 KB larger than that of Q5 which increases traffic load incurred by Q6. Therefore, traffic load reduction techniques of BCframework lead to better tuple latency reduction. Figure 11 demonstrates that the average cost reduction of the most BigBench queries like Q2 and Q4 is about 90% which is mainly caused by the length of the identified PCPs. The longer length of PCPs in the second partition, in comparison with the first partition PCPs, allows BCframework to utilize its cheapest cost VM utilization strategy for the most numbers of operators of queries like Q2 and Q4. Whereas, the default scheduler assigns the cheapest and the most expensive VM type instances equally. Table 8 shows that the BCframework reduces deadline violations of complex queries significantly. The deadline control mechanism of BCframework monitors the deadline violation of complex queries continuously whereas the default scheduler does not take into account the deadline of the queries. Figure 12 shows that BCframework outperforms the default scheduler in Vm instance provisioning under distributes forty-two operators of the query to all eighteen provisioned instances.
Real-world queries
As shown in Fig. 13a , BCframework reduces the average tuple latency of WordCount and Top_N queries up to 36% and 41% respectively. The state-of-the-art scheduler prioritizes WordCount's operators according to their position in the query to order the operators with highest computing time first. Furthermore, the scheduler's policy for scheduling the operators on virtual machines is based on the minimum total time of available time and computing time which leads to schedule the operators to three Vm instances and increase the traffic load between these instances. Whereas, BCframework partitions WordCount's operators based on the Bf size and schedules them on two Vm instances based on the available time, computing power and computing cost of the operators which reduce the traffic load of virtual machines. To schedule Top_N, the state-of-the-art scheduler also considers three Vm instances while BCframework only considers two instances. Figure 13b shows the cost reduction of the WordCount and Top_N queries. For these queries, the state-of-the-art scheduler takes into account virtual machines whose computing time is minimized which leads to an increase of utilization cost of the provisioned Vm instances while BCframework considers the highest computing time for first partition operators and the lowest computing utilization cost for the second partition operators which leads to reduce the computation utilization cost of a query.
As shown in Fig. 13c , in the face of fixed and fluctuating scenarios, BCframework either completely eliminates deadline violations of the WordCount and Top_N queries or reduces them significantly. The BCframework's deadline control mechanism monitors the deadline violation of the queries continuously and reschedules operators using a rescheduling strategy which provisions additional Vm instances. Whereas the state-of-the-art scheduler applies its primary scheduling strategy to reschedule the operators of a query. Figure 13d shows that BCframework outperforms the state-of-the-art scheduler in Vm instance provisioning under real-world queries. The state-of-the-art scheduler's policy for provisioning Vm instances is based on minimum total time of available time and computing time of Vm instances which leads to the provision of three Vm instances Whereas, BCframework partitions WordCount's operators based on the Bf size and schedule them on two virtual machines based on the available time, computing power and computing utilization cost of the operators. To provision Vm instances for Top_N, the state-of-the-art scheduler also choices three virtual machine instances while BCframework just considers two instances.
Parameter sensitivity
To determine the parameters Threshold and a, two group of experiments has conducted. For the first experiments, the deadline misses of the queries are evaluated to determine the deadline factor a and for the second experiments, the deadline misses and utilization costs of the queries are evaluated to determine the Threshold parameter. For both experiments, the queries are executed using a range of different values for a and Threshold while respecting the fixed scenario Bs Ve ¼ 1000 tuples=s, and fluctuated scenario Bs Ve ¼ 15; 000 tuples=s. Figure 14 illustrates the result of the parameter sensitivity of the simple query Q1 of Linear Road Benchmark and complex query Q1 of BigBench.
As shown in Fig. 14a and b for the simple query Q1 and complex query Q1 under fix and fluctuating scenarios, the deadline miss will be increase by decreasing deadline factor a. For the query Q1 under both scenarios, by the most restricted value of a, e.g., a ¼ 2, BCframework cannot guarantee the execution of the query before its deadline. Whereas, for a relaxed value of a, e.g., a ¼ 4, the query can be executed without deadline violation. Therefore, for the simple query Q1, the a parameter is adjusted to 3. In a similar way, for the complex query Q1, the a parameter is adjusted to two and four for fixed and fluctuated scenarios respectively. The adjusted value of other a parameters of all simple and complex queries are illustrated in Tables 7 and 8 respectively.
As shown in Fig. 14c and d for the simple query Q1 and complex query Q1 under fix and fluctuating scenarios, decreasing the value of Threshold leads to a decrease of the deadline violations and to an increase of utilization cost of the query. By decreasing the Threshold value, deadline controller of BCframework has to react more quickly and must provision more VM instances to decrease the deadline violations that result in increasing the utilization cost. On the other hand, by increasing Threshold value, deadline controller just monitors the execution of the queries.
Discussion
According to the conducted experiments and their analysis, we can conclude that BCframework is able to correctly partition the streaming Big Data analytic queries based on its input Big Data stream. Experimental results show that BCframework is able to correctly partition simple and complex analytic queries of Big Data stream.
Furthermore, BCframework outperforms the Storm default scheduler in the average tuple latency reduction under the simple and complex streaming Big Data analytic queries up to 29.6% and 65.8% respectively. In addition, BCframework outperforms the state-of-the-art scheduler in the average tuple latency reduction under the real-world queries up to 41%. Experimental result have shown that BCframework is able to reduce the average tuple latency of simple queries mainly through the appropriate scheduling of virtual machines. For complex queries, BCframework can also be used to efficiently reduce the average tuple latency through the efficient scheduling and provisioning of VM instances.
In addition, BCframework outperforms Storm default scheduler in the reduction of public Cloud resource utilization cost and the deadline violations of streaming Big Data analytic queries. Experimental results have proven that BCframework can reduce the utilization cost of the simple and complex Big Data stream analytical queries through the appropriate VM utilization policy for the operators of the query. Furthermore, experiments have shown that BCframework reduces the deadline violation using the deadline monitoring mechanism and efficient VM provisioning policy.
Finally, BCframework performs best in complex fluctuating streaming Big Data analytic queries. Experimental results prove that most BCframework optimization techniques are completely utilized by queries with complex structures and fluctuating input Big Data streams.
Conclusion
The demand for streaming Big Data analysis applications is increasing. As the demand is growing, the efficient execution of the applications using suitable Cloud platforms become more important. However, current platform schedulers are not suitable for these applications in an effective manner. This study presents BCframework, a framework designed to efficiently schedule the accepted streaming Big Data analytic queries in the public Cloud. The BCframework proposes partitioning, critical path determination, scheduling and provisioning algorithms for the original and replicated operators. BCframework is developed based on the idea of using more than one scheduling strategy for streaming Big Data analytic query original operator and replicated operator which is used by the proposed algorithms to reduce the utilization cost, the deadline miss ratio of queries and mitigate public Cloud performance fluctuation. BCframework partitions a query based on its Big Data stream characteristics and applies a set of efficient provisioning and scheduling strategies for each partition during the execution of query.
Experimental results show that, compared to Storm's default scheduler and the state-of-the-art scheduler, BCframework is able to efficiently reduce tuple latency of streaming Big Data analytic queries up to 65% and 41% respectively. Furthermore, BCframework significantly decreases the likelihood of the deadline misses and utilization cost of streaming Big Data analytic queries.
In the future work, it is planned to extend BCframework on multiple cloud resources. A more efficient resource provisioning mechanism using streaming Big Data fluctuation prediction model will be considered in our following work. Moreover, experiments that execute Health Big Data queries will also be included. 
